Horizontal axis: Time (cycles) to generate a public key (crypto_dh_keypair).
Vertical axis: Space (bytes) for a public key (crypto_dh_PUBLICKEYBYTES).

T: means that the SUPERCOP database does not list constant time as a goal for this implementation.

Examples:
- T:sclaus2048
- T:claus
- T:nist521gs
- T:ed521gs
- T:sclaus1024
- T:surf2113
- T:nistp256
- T:k277mon
- T:k298
- T:k277taa
- T:surf127eps
- T:ed448goldilocks
- T:gls254prot
- T:gls254
- T:curve25519
- T:kummer
- T:gls1271
- T:curve2251